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Abstract 

Wireless networks of battery-powered sensors with an event-driven wake-up function are becoming an increasingly important 

application area for Internet of Things (IoT).This paper analyzes the physical relation between the power consumption and the 

link utilization of wireless video sensor networks. We propose a multi-channel allocation and routing method for wireless multi-

hop networks where each node generates event-driven video sensor data. Routing and channel allocation put a large impact on 

the battery life time of IoT sensors. We realistically analyze the power consumption model for a wireless link in terms of the 

distance and its utilization ratio. We then present an optimization formula of utilization-aware channel allocation and routing that 

minimizes the overall power consumption while transferring all the required video data. We developed an efficient firefly 

optimization algorithm that accurately approximates the formula. A network simulator has been developed, which show that the 

proposed method can reduce the overall power consumption.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is what happens when ordinary everyday objects contain inter-connected microchips. Smart sensors 

are the building block of the IoT vision. These sensors put intelligence into everyday object turning them into smart objects that 

not only can collect information from the environment and interact with/control the physical world, but also be connected to each 

other through the internet and exchange data and information. One of the most important elements in the IoT’s paradigm is 

wireless video sensor networks (WVSN). The research work focus on the IoT applications based on wireless video sensors 

network where each node is consisting of battery powered video camera sensors. These camera sensors provide video coverage 

over monitored regions by developing portable wireless sensors with imaging signal processing and communication capabilities. 

With increase in demand of surveillance applications in remote areas, wireless video cameras on battery power are increasingly 

deployed to cover large areas, where power lines or Internet are limited. The power source for battery recharging, however, is 

often limited, and thus conserving the battery power is the most important issue in IoT long term vision. 

 Background 

In the past, much of research has been done in the areas of WSNs. It is, how- ever, relatively recent that WVSN has received a 

lot of attention. WSNs are generally assumed to carry sensor data of very low bit rate, while WVSNs usually transfer video data 

that is high bit rate and often real time. The goal of most WSN is to maximize the life-time of the network, or to reduce the data 

delivery time. Such goal becomes more challenging for WVSN due to the network properties of high data rate and real time 

delivery. Most of today’s commercial wireless cameras use wireless networks based on Wi-Fi (IEEE802.11 standards) with an 

access point system operating in the infrastructure mode [7][9]. However, such wireless networks have many restrictions in their 

data rate, wireless range, traffic congestion, and also battery lifetime. A wireless mesh network can provide a promising solution 

to these problems, where each camera sensor operates as a node in a mesh network. Multi- channel routing schemes can be used 

to reduce the RF interference and traffic congestion, and to enhance the video data rate while minimizing the power consumption 

[4][5][6][7]. 

 Motivation 

WVSN provide great insight in applications like monitoring environmental conditions or industrial plants and machinery. 

Because they are simple to install, they can be deployed in a multitude of situations. In coming years, we will see an explosion of 

new uses for wireless sensors as the ―”Internet of Things” or “IoT” is widely deployed. But one of the factors that most limits 

the use of wireless sensors is their limited ability to do the job for a reasonable amount of time. When a wireless sensor‘s 

operation is fully dependent on a battery, and the battery is depleted, it becomes just a piece of junk.  

Major constraint on sensor networks used for implementing IoT is that sensors employ batteries i.e. batteries are the driving 

force for the sensor nodes. Another limitation for sensors is that they are deployed unattended and in large numbers; so it 
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becomes difficult to change or replace batteries frequently. This motivates developers and researchers to come up with such 

systems and communication protocols that are capable to drive these sensors for longer time with lesser power consumption.  

The simplest way to increase the battery life is to use a bigger battery, a battery with higher capacity. Nevertheless, your 

customers are likely to expect their sensors to be small and to offer high performance (so they can send lots of data and have 

local intelligence/data crunching capability). Clearly, your customer expectations are diametrically opposed to the easiest way to 

solve the issue of short battery life.  

This creates a need to find the balance between battery size and the wireless sensor‘s functionality to get the best performance 

from a small battery with a sufficiently long time interval between battery replacements. Thus, it becomes essential to look out 

for an optimized way of power-consumption in IoT sensors. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Research is carried out on video sensor networks where video sensor node is responsible for communicating and transferring the 

data via the optimized transmission path. 

 Network Structure and Assumptions 

Event-driven video sensor data is generated and we assume that there is only data collection gateway called as sink node or 

destination node. All the active nodes capture the video data and transmit to the sink node via multi-hop routes. Following are 

the few primary assumptions made: 

 A sensor network consists of various sensor nodes and the base stations.  

 Sensor nodes are deployed in constant energy to all the nodes in the sensor field. 

 Sensor nodes can estimate and control the rate at which data packets are generated. All the data packets are of the different 

size. In our model, data aggregation is considered. 

 Sensor nodes can communicate with other sensor nodes and base stations within their radio transmission and these nodes 

can dynamically control their radio signal power so as to minimize the energy consumed in communication. 

 Sensor nodes can estimate the energy level of their batteries at any time and estimate the energy consumed in transmitting 

and receiving one unit of data. 

 Base stations are responsible for gathering topology information, implementing routing algorithm and distributing routing 

information to sensor nodes. 

 Formulation for Power Consumption and Link Utilization 

This objective of this work is towards the minimization of power consumption in wireless video application of IOT. The power 

consumption problem has been reduced to a nonlinear problem with constraints [3]. The mathematical problem for this work is 

represented as: 

𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑓 = ∑ 𝑃𝑇𝑋 × 𝑈𝑅 

Where 𝑃𝑇𝑋= transmitted power and 𝑈𝑅 is link utilization ratio. The Ptx and UR will be calculated between two sensor nodes 

termed as edge. These nodes must be alive only when any activity is detected and remaining will be in sleep mode to save power. 

These active nodes only take part in routing of video data to destination. This work is in support of multi hop data transmission. 

The choice of optimal edges satisfying the above equation is subject to constraint that  

1) 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸; where ‘e’ is the edge and ‘E’ is the set of all alive edges 

2) The remaining link energy at each edge must be to hold the new sensor data. 

Keeping these constraints into consideration, Firefly algorithm looks for optimal edge which consumes least power in 

transmission. 

III. CHANNEL ALLOCATION USING FA 

 Proposed Algorithm 

In the firefly algorithm, there are two important points: the variation in the light intensity and formulation of the attractiveness. 

For simplicity, we can assume that the attractiveness of a firefly is determined by its brightness which in turn is connected with 

the encoded objective function. In the simplest case for maximum optimization problems, the brightness I of a firefly for a 

particular location x could be chosen as I(x) f(x). Even so, the attractiveness β is relative, it should be judged by the other 

fireflies. Thus, it will differ with the distance rij between firefly i and firefly j. In addition, light intensity decreases with the 

distance from its source, and light is also absorbed by the media, so we should allow the attractiveness to vary with the varying 

degree of absorption. In the simplest form, the light intensity I(r) varies according to the inverse square law. 

𝐼(𝑠) =  
𝐼(𝑟)

𝑟2
 

The movement of the firefly i is attracted to another more attractive (brighter) firefly j is determined by 
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𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝛽0𝑒−𝛾𝑟2
(𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖) + 𝛼€i   

Where the second term is due to the attraction and third term is randomization with α being the randomization parameter, and 

is a vector of random numbers being drawn from a Gaussian distribution or uniform distribution. For example, the simplest form 

is €i could be replaced by (rand − ½) where rand is a random number generator uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. For most of our 

implementation, we can take βo 1 and α Є [0, 1].  

In firefly optimisation (FA) an objective function is required which is to be minimized or maximized as per applications. In 

our particular case, the power consumption is to be minimized by FA optimization and for it takes number of channels with same 

bandwidth of 20 MHz at the input and these are to be allocated to active nodes keeping in consideration of minimum power 

consumption, so optimization is required to allocate these channels to minimize path loss and effective power. The terms used in 

FA algorithm has its counterpart in channel allocation problem which are tabulated in table  
Table – 1 

Technical counterpart of bio inspired variables 

Bio terms of firefly algorithm Corresponding meaning in channel allocation 

Firefly positions Bandwidth of channels to be allocated 

Searching space dimension of firefly Number of channels to be allocated 

Update in positions of firefly Change in the bandwidth allocated to channels 

Each firefly’s position in FA is termed as the channel allocation sequence and value of cost by objective function designed in 

MATLAB is calculated for each agent. The MATLAB script written for objective function calculation is in table 2. In each 

iteration and for each agent this function will be called in main script and a table in MATLAB will be used which save all values 

of minimum cost for each set of agents in every iteration. For example if there are 100 iterations and 50 agents are assumed, then 

initially these 50 agents will be initialized randomly or in other words the execution sequence of tasks will be assigned randomly 

for 1st iteration. For these 50 agents objective function value is calculated and amongst them minimum cost value is saved as best 

value and now these initial execution sequences will be updated using equation and these new updated values will serve as 

execution sequence or agent’s positions for next iterations and this process will continue till iterations last. By this way after 

some iteration a level will be achieved for objective function value beyond which it will not reduce. That is the conversant 

condition for FA algorithm and an optimal execution sequence of tasks for our case. 

 Implementation 

We have tested our results with different number of active nodes and compare the results in term of effective power and path loss 

component with genetic algorithm. a total of six channels are used, each of 20 MHz bandwidth and as per IEEE 802.11 standard, 

these channels can be used multiple times for different edges. This channel allocation process is optimised with FA algorithm. 

Figure 1 shows the random placement of 9 active nodes in a geographical region of 10810 square meters with transmission range 

of 5 meter. 6 different channels are allocated in the network for video transmission. in this work we haven’t considered the 

channel interference factor due to channel sharing and is left for future work. 

 
Fig. 1: Randomly allocated active nodes in a geographical region of 10*10 m2 

The sink node’s location is shown in red square box whereas rest nodes are shown in blue hexagon. Their transmission range 

is depicted by red circle for each node. Those other nodes which are inside the circle can communicate with centre node. Using 

the method for searching the nodes in vicinity of source node, all nodes in range are plotted. These are all possible edges for each 

node and shown in figure 2 using the route search algorithm which sort the all available paths on the basis of total hops and paths 

and pick the shortest one, finalized routes for figure 2 is shown in figure 3. A final path table for each node to sink node is shown 

in table 3. 
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Fig. 2: all possible edges for each node for nodes in fig 4.1.          Fig. 3: Finalized path for each node to sink node 

Once the paths are selected then the NP hard problem of optimal allocation of channels is left, which is very important to 

reduce the power consumption in the network. For this we have used FA optimization which is better than genetic algorithm 

(GA) search as GA is a local optimization algorithm which sometime skips local minima points during the search of minimum 

point whereas FA is the global optimization algorithm which checks every point in search of global minima. Due to it the 

convergence rate of FA is slower than GA but minimum point calculation in provided search space is better. Each optimization 

algorithm’s efficiency is judges by the convergence of problem. The sooner the algorithm converges and settles to a minimum 

value beyond which no variation in value is observed, better is the algorithm. The comparison of convergence of FA and GA is 

shown in figure 4.4 and 4.5. 
Table – 3 

Finalized path from each node to sink for nodes in figure 4.1 

1 -> 7 -> 9  

2 -> 1 -> 7 -> 9  

3 -> 1 -> 7 -> 9  

4 -> 6 -> 7 -> 9  

5 -> 7 -> 9  

6 -> 7 -> 9  

7 -> 9  

8 -> 6 -> 7 -> 9 

For GA optimisation we have used MATLAB’s GA toolbox and provided the same searching space dimension and upper and 

lower bound for alocated channel bandwidth as FA. if figures 4 and 5 are carefully analysed then we will find the scale of Peff in 

both cases differs a lot. This effective power is the sum of effective power in all availabe paths fo reach node to sink.  

 
Fig. 4: Fitness function value (Peff) in each iteration of FA 

After optimization the available channel bandwidth of channels allotted by both optimizations are shown in table 4. 
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Table – 4 

Optimized channel bandwidth for available channels 

 Available Channel bandwidth 

FA 20    20    20     4     4     4 

GA 11     5     7     3     2     2 

 

 
Fig. 5: Fitness function value (Peff) in each iteration of GA 

The comparison of total transmitted power and path loss component is shown in figure 4.6 and tabulated in 5. A large 

variation in transmitted power consumed in FA is observed than GA. Similarly path loss is also less in FA allocated channels as 

compared to GA. So FA algorithm performs better than FA and a good percentage improvement is observed. Now results are 

verified for different number of nodes and tabulated in 4.5. 
Table – 5 

Output parameters comparison for different number of active nodes 

Active 

nodes 
9 20 30 40 

 GA FA GA FA GA FA GA FA 

Path Loss 

Component in 

dB 

323.902

7 
122.2006 

648.627

9 
268.6279 1.2640e+03 657.4763 3.2638e+03 1.5829e+03 

Total 

Transmitted 

Power in mW 

6.9322*

10^37 

4.0141*1

0^19 

2.3775*

10^49 

2.6141*10

^21 

6.6962*10^

62 

6.7017*10^

22 
6.7943*10^68 

6.7944*10^

28 

A plot for table 5 is shown in figure 7. This figure proved that with number of increase in active nodes, path loss and 

transmitted power consumption also increases but still with our proposed method it is still very less than genetic algorithm. 

     
Fig. 6(a): Total transmitted power         Fig. 6(b): Path loss component for 9 active nodes 
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Fig. 7: Path loss comparison for different active nodes 

IV. CONCLUSION 

One of the main challenges to the IoT is the limitation of resources, including energy supply,processing power, memory 

capacities, wireless communication range, and wireless communicationbandwidth. This limitation affects routing in many ways. 

The short wireless communication rangedictates that routing must be done in a multihop fashion, i.e., the data packets must be 

forwarded bymultiple relay nodes in order to reach to their destination. The low processing power and programmemory require 

that the routing process running on the IoT devices must be highly optimized andlight-weight. The small storage memory and 

scarce communication bandwidth may limit the size ofthe packets to be forwarded. The scarce energy source (either battery-

supplied or harvested) makes itdifficult to decide which nodes should forward the data packets, since wireless 

communicationdominates the energy consumption of the IoT devices. 

The solution to this is proposed by using an accurate optimization algorithm: Firefly Algorithm (FA). This algorithm is 

inspired by movement ofheavenly planets and their force of attraction. 

In contrast to FA, the genetic algorithm is quite old optimization technique and latest firefly search algorithm is better than GA 

in terms of convergence. So we have updated the work with firefly algorithm and compared it with results of GA. The target is to 

minimize the power-consumption in IoT sensors used for data transmission and connectivity. An improvement of 58.59% in path 

loss component is achieved by FA for 20 active nodes with same input data and total bandwidth allocated. Results have been 

evaluated for different number of active nodes and improvement in between 50-65% is noted for those set of active nodes. So in 

each aspect of observation, FA performs better than GA and giving a less power consumption and path loss component. 
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